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Bollywood Grooves Vol 2 Bollywood Grooves Vol 2 is a new collection of
grooves, loops, rhythms and beats - straight from India. This groove pack
contains the greatest collection of western percussion, as well as some
grooves for kora and tabla. It also has 2 Suites of Gagrras (South Indian
Ragas). Bollywood Grooves Vol 2 is aimed at the dancefloor and features:
* 70 Wav Loops * 70 Mixloops, * 120 BPM Midi files * 8 Suits of Sitar, *
30 Suits of Gagrra. Bollywood Grooves Vol 2 is available for $8.95 and its
ready to play out of the box. India's leading record label for dance music,
ZION, releases 'Bollywood Grooves Vol 2' for the first time in Europe and
worldwide. This edition captures the spirit of Indian grooves and is the
perfect groove for all styles of music, whether you are playing Zydeco,
Folk, Rock, Brazilian music, Jazz, Funk, House, Latin music or just Dance
music. Zion Music is proud to release 'Bollywood Grooves Vol 2' - an
audio tool for all music producers. Bollywood Grooves Vol 2 also includes
the following; * The Midi files are formatted in the normal midi file names
of Wav, Mod, and Mmf, so they are compatible with any daw such as
ProTools, Cubase etc. * Each groove is created in the correct key to be
used in another key, or to fit into your set. Some of the grooves are
written in key and modal scales such as āmisc and fck scale. * The most
popular Suits of Sitar are provided with each midi file, each midi file is
written in the normal way of playing as written in the notation. Each midi
file is key and scale aware, so you can play the midi file using any key. *
The most popular Suits of Tabla are provided with each midi file, each
midi file is written in the normal way of playing as written in the notation.
Each midi file is key and scale aware, so you can play the midi file using
any key. * If you like the grooves, please do not forget to leave a review
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